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Gambier Village Council
By Craig Richardson
On Monday, December 6 at 7:30
p.m., the Gambier Village Council
held its regular monthly meeting.
Mayor Baer was absent so Malcolm
Bone presided over the meeting. The
first order of business was a listing of
bills that were to be paid.
During discussion of library costs,
council member Francis Yow noted
that there were two separate costs
involved. The first is continuing
costs, which include magazine
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Castle to Decorate Bookstore
By PeterTerhune
Gambier may witness the creation
of a castle over the summer - in the
bookstore.
Manager Jack Finefrock wants to
build a wooden castle for children to
read and play in. Students and other
grown-up- s would be allowed in, unless
the kids want to use the structure.
Finefrock hopes the 12-fo- ot wide, 12-fo- ot
deep, 11 -- foot high castle will
foster a love for reading in the
children who go inside.
"Lord Gambier's Castle" would
stand near the magazine racks in the
back of the bookstore. There would be
a small stairway leading into the castle,
with a slide as an exit. It would be built
out of bookshelves.
Gambier carpenter Robert Ruggles,
who built the new shelves for
Finefrock this summer, would be the
architect for Lord Gambier's Castle.
Finefrock describes Ruggles as a ' 'very
smart carpenter" who has devised
many ways to save "time, money and
materials" in the construction of the
wooden castle. Currently Ruggles is
working on a design which would
balance ornamental and functional
elements.
Jack Finefrock wants to make the
bookstore a pleasant place. In the
Prof. Charges
PoorAnalysis
Richard H. Jacobs
Visiting Instructor of Political Science
A State Department economist has
described research on the Soviet
Union as "an exercise in meta-intelligenc- e.
Analysts engage in
exegesis of obscure texts, guess at
unexplained residues, hunt after
analogues and indulge in assump-
tions." This seems to be particularly
true with regard to the events
surrounding the death of Soviet
General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev.
To be sure, the inner workings of the
Politburo have always been obscure
to outsiders, even to the most per-
sistant and patient analysts who
spend their day reading the Soviet
Press. And yet at this critical junc-
ture in Soviet politics and Soviet-America- n
relations we seem to be
almost constantly subjected to poor
analyses based on poor homework,
ignorance or both.
The western news media is relied
upon by "analysts" for crucial in-
formation on the events as they
develop in the unfolding Soviet
leadership struggle. The western
subscriptions and books such as the
Guiness Book of World Records,
which go out of date quickly. The
second cost involved buying books,
and Yow said that this has become
much cheaper because they are now
purchased in Columbus for 40
below list price.
Council member Pat Irish com-
mented that the manager of the
Kenyon College Bookstore said he
would be able to buy books very
cheaply too. Yow agreed that this
might be worth investigating.
bookstore he managed before coming
to Kenyon, he set chairs aside
especially for children. Adults could
use the chairs, but had to relinquish
their seat when a kid came along. That
rarely happened though, because the
kids stayed in the store all day,
Finefrock said. He would like to create
the same sort of atmosphere in the
Kenyon Bookstore.
"The best tribute to a bookstore
would be if people wouldn't leave it,"
Finefrock said. Toward thisendhehas
lengthened store hours, reorganizing
the floor to make the store more
conducive to browsing. The manager
believes the castle will make the
bookstore an enjoyable place for a
wider range of people. "Neutral
turf,"hecalls it.
The need for more shelf space and
the desire to be "a little crazy" have
also convinced Finefrock of the value
of a castle. Already the idea has met
with enthusiasm. One woman has
offered to make Lord Gambier's flag,
and someone else wants to make a
mural forthecastle.
Finefrock reminded that the
bookstore is for the people of Gam-
bier, as well as for Kenyon students
and faculty. He wants the store to
"keep people awake and alive."
Media With
ofSoviet Union
media, unable to do their own
homework (New York Times writers
seem unable to "read carefully"
through their own clipping files to
ascertain ages and backgrounds of
the various Politburo contenders), is
thus placed in the role of "agenda
setting" for western analysts and
implicitly for western perceptions of
the leadership struggle and the
personalities involved. John
Erickson, Director of Defence
Studies at the University of Edin-
burgh and noted specialist in Soviet
military affairs has succintly stated
the problem: ". . . many of our
'Soviet experts' ... are not captives
of 'Soviet disinformation' but rather
of our information process and
processing."
An example would serve to bring
the point out more clearly. Dusko
Doder, writing in the Sunday edition
of the Washington Post November
28, 1982, provides us with an in-
teresting example of this misleading
"agenda setting" so prevelant in the
recent press reports of the succession
process. Doder's front page article
argues that changes within the Soviet
continued on page three
Discusses Library, Maintenance Shed
With the agenda taken care of, the
Council moved on to new business.
Doug McLarnen, of Gambier said he
was very unhappy with the Council's
decision to build the $120,000
maintenance building on a field next
to his house, claiming he had not
been notified. "This will affect my
property value, and Council should
have at least taken the responsibility
of contacting the people around the
area. They don't know about this
either," he stated.
Mr. Bone replied, saying plans to
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Council members Soula Stefanopoulos,
Paul McCartney
Social Board
Tells Council
Concert Debt
By Charles Needle
Student Council reviewed a report
detailing the financing of the
Southside Johnny Concert at its
December 5 meeting.
Social Board Chair Soula
Stefanopoulos said that the concert
incurred a loss of $10,334. She read
from the report prepared by Social
Board and the Finance Committee.
According to the report's findings,
"Kenyon student response was
disappointingly low." Only 558
tickets were sold to Kenyon students;
total tickets receipts amounted to
$4,949.
"Southside Johnny was chosen,"
Stefanopoulos wrote in the report,
"not only because he proved to be
the only act available, but ... his
affordability and appeal made him
our best bet for a major fall con-
cert."
President Paul McCartney opened
the floor for discussion of the report.
Suggestions were made as to the
possibility of distributing a survey
among students before a band was
agreed upon. Stefanopoulos
responded that this might be a good
idea in the future and admitted that
she "made a mistake in not giving
some kind of referendum to the
student body."
Stefanopoulos did say that despite
the loss incurred from the concert,
Social Board still has $3,000 for its
Summer Sendoff concert in the
spring.
Council postponed a vote on
whether or not two proposals
mentioned in the report should be
added to the Student Handbook.
One being "Social Board should not
commit more than half the budget
without prior consultation with
Student Council," and the other that
the Social Board chairman should
present concert proposals before
Student Council for approval.
continued on page five
build the maintenance building have
been no secret, and has been a long
process. Dick Ralston also said he
doubted it would affect the property
value.
McLarnen said he was concerned
about which way it would face, and
the color it would be painted. "There
is a big difference between a house
going up in the field and a main-
tenance building with men starting
work at eight every morning, opening
garage doors and starting equip-
ment," he said.
Colleg
Thefts Plague
Cars, Dorms
By PeterTerhune
No one worries about losing a sock
or two in the laundry. But when the
entire load disappears, there is plenty
of reason for concern.
Laundry theft is becoming such a
concern at Kenyon. This dirty trick
has left some students without their
wardrobes. Someone has been
stealing clothes from different
laundromats across campus. Most of
the thefts have occurred at the Farr
Hall laundromat. Already this
semester the number of reported
laundry thefts - four - have doubled
the amount reported during all of last
year.
Jack Finefrock, in his position as
Manager of the Kenyon College
Bookstore, is also in charge of the six
laundromats on campus. He believes
the missing clothes are, for the most
part, stolen for by people outside of
the College who then sell the laundry
at flea markets.
Finefrock strongly suggests
students keep an eye on their drying
clothes. He said thieves are less likely
to take wet clothes from a washing
machine.
Director of Security A rnie Hamilton
Additionally, approximately $300
in change was stolen from dryers in
campus laundromats over
Thanksgiving vacation. Theft cannot
be proven, but the ratio of quarters
in washing machines to dryers did
not match. None of the dryers in Farr
were tampered with in this case.
The Bookstore manager said he
thought those tampering with the
dryer coin boxes are skilled at picking
locks. Finefrock said he plans to
change all coin box locks. He ad-
mitted that he may have to raise the
cost of the campus washing machines
and dryers to offset losses from theft.
Council member Ralston said he
was sure that the Mayor would be
happy to take any suggestions from
McLarnen and his neighbors con-
cerning the building. Construction
could start within 60 days, Yow
added, unless McLarnen could
obtain a court injunction.
Irish said she was continuing to
investigate traffic problems on
Wiggin Street. McLarnan said he was
concerned about trucks speeding on
the street as there were lots of
schoolchildren in that area.
lam
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Laundromats;
Also Robbed
Finefrock recognizes that laun-
dromats are boring places to spend
45 minutes and has plans to lift the
Kenyon clothes-cleanin- g centers
from the doldrums. For example, he
is considering installing a stereo
system in the Farr laundromat. He
also plans to lay carpeting and install
study tables.
Arnold Hamilton, Director of
Security, said the laundry theft is
"just the tip of the iceberg." Campus
theft and vandalism have been on the
rise recently, he said. Cash and small
objects have been stolen from
student rooms, in addition to the
"borrowing" and vandalizing of
bicycles. Hamilton said there has
been a rash of car stereo theft from
the South parking lot.
"The hardest thing in the world is
to try and catch a thief who is
stealing laundry," Hamilton added.
Hamilton has no idea who may be
stealing the clothes. But he insists
that the idea of stolen laundry being
sold at flea markets is only a theory
at this point. However, Hamilton
feels confident that, judging by the
speed and efficiency with which car
stereos are being removed, a
professional is at work.
He urged students who are missing
laundry to fill out a report at the
security office in Stephens Hall.
"For every one crime reported, five
more have occurred," Hamilton
said. Until more students report their
incidents of stolen clothes, security
will have trouble discouraging
further laundry larceny.
Thefts in dorms over vacations
may have prompted the ad-
ministration into action. Assistant
Dean of Student Residences Robert
Reading is considering having the
bookstore supply locks for closet
doors, and hasps for dresser drawers,
to secure small valuables. Reading
has also been looking into new lock
systems and may have door locks
changed if theft continues.
Reading said he thought it was
unlikely that College personnel had
anything to do with theft from dorm
rooms over Thanksgiving. Only the
deans and security entered rooms,
according to Reading. He said no
maintenance personnel went into
student rooms over the break.
As stated in the Rules and
Regulations section of the Student
Handbook, "The College is not
responsible for the loss of, theft of,
or damage to personal property in
resident facilities by act of fire, theft,
or other causes. A student's property
is kept in College residences and
other College buildings at the sole
risk of the owner." This policy
applies throughout the school year,
including vacation periods.
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"Responsible" Clause Unfair
The College released its Winter Vacation information sheet last week,
and on it there is printed a disturbing statement: "The College is not
responsible for personal property left in College residences over the
vacation period." How can a student respond to that? Perhaps one
should pack up stereos, refrigerators, books, furniture, clocks, and
anything else of any value and bring it all home on the Peoples Express,
or whatever vehicle one uses to get home. It is incomprehensible that the
student must be held responsible for their belongings when they are
several hundred miles away, and all they can do is lock the door. In
addition, they must make a written request not to have their rooms
opened and cleaned over break.
Unless security hibernates during the entire winter break, it should
not be too hard to patrol an empty campus to protect from break-in- s.
Students pay a high tuition which presumably, like taxes, would, or if
not, should pay for Security services. Assuming Security can suf-
ficiently protect against break-in- s, the only other danger is the repeated
opening of student residences for cleaning purposes. We would cer-
tainly never cast an accusing eye towards those who do the cleaning, but
there is no protection against an individual theft as a result of these
admittances into residences. There have been reports of thefts over
vacations without any signs of forced entry in the past, and as recently
as last Thanksgiving break. It seems absurd that students should be
responsible for such occurrences hundreds of miles away, but in their
"homes" nevertheless. The College should act to correct this unfair
policy, unless they stipulate that students are expected to come here to
live eight months out of the year with only the clothes on their
backs. M.C.B.K.
Freedom Beats Excitement
After visiting the campus of a major Ohio university, one becomes
aware of all the interesting, exciting, and fun things that are lacking at
Kenyon. The three bars that can be found in the thriving metropolis of
Gamiber by far offer the most wild and crazy night life in central Ohio.
In addition, Mount Vernon's single movie theatre offers students the
chance to see many first run movies while they are still something to talk
about.
Fraternity parties offer some chance to escape during Rush. However,
once February rolls around, one can only go out to the Cove so many
times. And then of course there is the ever-popul- ar joyrides. But we all
know what haDDens when those eet out of hand. So what is one left to
do on this hotbed of activity? No High Street like Ohio State; no
uptown like Miami. Just plain old Gambier, Ohio with its hectic social
scene.
After spending a weekend at Miami University, however, it becomes
apparent how lucky we are and what an unrestrained social life we really
have.
Dodging fights in the streets of Oxford and trying to avoid flying beer
make an evening at Miami quite a bit more exciting and enjoyable than
Kenyon. The real fun starts though when one tries to go back to the
room of the person they are visiting. At promptly 2 a.m., the Resident
Assistants make their Datrol and swiftlv kick out anv unsuspecting
males that have entered the girls dormitory with the supposed purpose
of raping, pillaging and plundering. Once caught, the poor soul who
was responsible for the guy that is thrown out is "written up" and told to
see the head RA on the following Monday a fate worse than death on
Miami's campus.
Even the downstairs bathroom for males is strictly forbidden to these
evil persons. If they have a call from nature after the bars are closed,
they have no other alternative than trying to find a tree. What fun on a
cold December night !
At Kenyon we don't have to worry about locked doors and armed
guards to protect our precious students; the women aren't afraid of men
prowling through their hallways at night; people of both sex are allowed
to sit in a room and interact at any time they choose; and the RA's are
here to help, not to act as mothers away from home. The name Resident
Assistant itself makes clear that the job of these students is not to
advise, as do Kenyon's Resident Advisors, but rather to assist in en-
forcing the often ridiculous rules that exist.
It is probably argued there that these rules are needed because of the
physical size of the campus, and the large number of students. If this is
the case, I would choose the option of being free to use my living
quarters as I choose and have fun with the people I know over the wild
and crazy night life of a larger college or university that treats students
as if they are still too young to handle the responsibility of their own
living space. B.K.
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Christmas Tree
To the Editors:
It is fifty-si- x degrees on this
Tuesday night. There is a harvest
moon standing sentry over the
College that Philander Chase built. A
light white haze traverses over the
night sky; masking the ground in
autumnal shadows. The middle of
October, right? Wrong! This par-
ticular night is November 30, the
final day of, this, a traditionally cold
"Excellent" Job
by Shuttle
Team
To the Editors:
We would like to take this op-
portunity to commend Ed Spodick
and his team of shuttle drivers for the
excellent job they did upon our
return from Thanksgiving Break.
Unlike last year, it was a pleasure not
to have to make a decision as to
whether we should stand for hours in
the bitter cold or pay $80 for a cab
ride. Because of the superb
organizational job, we all knew
where to meet, and we hardly had to
wait at all. On behalf of the Kenyon
air travellers, many thanks!
Sincerely,
Emily Resnik '85
Lisa Neuville '85
Sociobiology Debate Skirts Issues
By Brian Kearney
Kenyon Philosophy Professor Joan
Straumanis and Denison Biology
Professor Robert Haubrich presented
"Sociobiology A Friendly Debate"
before a meager but interested
audience in the Biology auditorium
last Friday afternoon. While it was
entitled "a friendly debate," at times
the atmosphere was not totally
friendly, and many problems of
Sociobiology were never discussed.
Much of the discussion pertained
to Mr. Edward Wilson and his best
seller On Human Nature. Mr. Wilson
had spoken to an audience before
Thanksgiving break at Ohio State
University's Marshon Auditorium
where several Kenyon students heard
the founder of Sociobiology present
his ideas.
Professor Haubrich began the
debate last Friday by admitting, "I
don't think that Wilson is God. I feel
that he is a good man and has made
some great contributions to science."
A biologist himself, Haubrich said
"one of the big things that Wilson
tried to do was relate behavior to
other organizational levels."
Haubrich said he thought there was a
gap between physiology and
behavior and that Wilson, through
the idea that our genetic structure
somehow affects our behavior
patterns, tried to bridge that gap.
Haubrich noted that many species
of termites act in exactly the same
way even if they are transferred to a
different colony. The termites that
are new to the structure of the colony
continue the building process exactly
as if they had been there the entire
time. In addition, if a slightly varied
species of termites was placed in the
colony, the pattern of colonization
changed, proving that the behavior
shown by the first group is particular
is Student's Beacon of Hope
month. Holiday season? Sure does
not feel like it. Not only is the
weather out of line, but so is my
work load; two tests on Thursday
and a paper due Friday. Holiday
season, my half-ful- l coffee cup! So
far, it has been a pain in the neck.
I pack up my books in the over
quiet Nu Pi Kappa study lounge and
decide to trek back to my dorm
room, underneath the misplaced
October sky. With every step I take, I
want to chuck the books and head to
the nearest ski resort; a chance to do
just that seems so far away; far past
the time of finals and a whole bunch
of other hassles.
These thoughts have carried me
down Middle Path to the side of the
Alumni House, Lewis Dorm, my
alleged home, is not that far away.
Suddenly, I turn to my left and there
it is, a holiday beacon in this balmy,
Gambiefs "Secret Santa'9
To the Editors:
Each year for several years the
College Bookstore has helped us with
our "Secret Santa" project by or-
dering good children's books at
affordable prices and making them
available at Christmas for students
and faculty to buy and donate to the
project.
We work with low-inco- me families
with young children, many of whom
have never had a book of their own
before. The books from Secret Santa
are distributed to the appropriate
to that group because of their
species. Haubrich agrees with Wilson
on the theory that this relationship
shows that the genetic structure of
individual species of termites
determines to some extent the
behavior that those particular ter-
mites will exhibit.
The problem in Sociobiology arises
in making the jump between
termites and human beings,
between simple and complex
behavior. Haubrich affirmed that he
"felt that we could make that jump:
we can go from termites to humans."
He discussed several examples of
large jumps that have been made in
the past, including the discovery that
the human ear resembles very closely
the audio openings on the side of a
shark's head. Because of these other
large jumps that have been verified,
Haubrich contends that human
behavior can be studied in terms of
Sociobiology.
When Professor Straumanis began
her remarks, she was very careful to
note that she would not "use political
or social issues in her argument."
Stressing that she would "fight on
professor Haubrich's ground", she
stated that the claims of Sociobiology
are not absolutely 100 percent right
or wrong. She agreed that the
problem arises when questions of
complex human behavior enter into
the discussion.
Because there are many details that
affect behavior, Straumanis stated
that "the closer we get to human
beings, the stronger those other
effects have." She used the term
'plasticity' to discuss environmental
factors which could influence
behavior. The more 'plastic' an
organism is, the more susceptable it
will be to environmental factors in
the formation of its behavior pat-
terns. According to Straumanis,
humans are more plastic than most
other animals. She also noted that
iin.hniiHav like nieht: THF
CAMPUS CHRISTMAS TREE!
Sure it is fifty-si- x degrees and I am
tanked to the gills with work; but p
Christmas will come, it is downrighi I
inevitable. I will get the work done, it
may not be of high quality, but l'llj
get it done. It is also bound to ge:,
colder, this weather is too crazy to j
last long. I figure that after;
December 22nd I'll be full of the!
Holiday Spirit. As a matter of fact, ! t
feel pretty good right now. "It'sf
beginning to look alot like Christ-- i
mas". . . Thank God we have tha:
rhristmas Tree! Heck. Christmasir'
only 25 days away. I think I'll make
Merry Christmas Everybody!
Chris Schwarz
Lewis Hall
r
aged children, and much pleasure
and interest in reading is generated. I
Students and members of the
Gambier community have bee:
generous in the past, and as many
150 children have received a nei
book at Christmas in past years. W:
hope that once again the same spin-wil- l
inspire many of your readers tc
buy a book for a little kid thi;
Christmas.
Sincerely,
Dorothy S. Longaker I
Supervisor of Adult Services
because behavior patterns are easily
broken, "behavior is most adoptive
to form in a plastic way." I
Straumanis did resort to using
political and social issues in her final
argument. She said that the danger
posed by Sociobiology is that mam
people are using it to substantiate
racism and discrimination. In the
discussion section that followed,
professor Haubrich (in response to
Straumanis' charge about these
political abuses of Sociobiology
mentioned that many people have
also used religious doctrines to their
personal andor political advantage
and to kill innocent people. j
Throughout the debate, it became
apparent that only occasionally were
the participants really on hand for a,
"friendly debate." At times, wha:
was meant to be an academk
discussion on Sociobiology turnei
into a polarized forum lacking in any
substantial exchange. The friendly k
debate never progressed beyond mere 1
presentation of issues to address the
hard questions of Sociobiology.
KC Coffeehouse
On Friday
Tomorrow night at ten o'clock,
the first KC coffeehouse of the
year will take place. Included in
the line-u- p of acts are Random
Noise, Sickness, Larry Kass, Dave
Perry, Tom Mulligan & Jim
Berwick, Becky Milner & Andrea
Muirhead, and the Kenyon
Improvisational Players. There
will be unlimited beverage sold to
those who are of age for onf
dollar.
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Important Ethical Questions YAH Do va BfLicwe in economic RfcoveCv ?
By Peter McFadden
Much talk of peace is heard these
days, but little thought is devoted to
it. Seven hundred thousand people
gathered in Central Park last summer
ostensibly for a "peace" march, but
their slogans did not get much
beyond "No Nukes" or "Bread Not
Bombs". These people seem to think
that peace is endangered more by
weapons than by the attitude that
political ends may be reached
through violent means.
These "peace" marchers, in-
credibly, would define peace as the
absence of faith in a better world.
They, of course, would never admit
this. They simply say they are against
nuclear destruction. They assume,
and they hope everyone else assumes,
that nuclear destruction is the worst
possible evil facing mankind.
Underlying this assumption is a belief
that, when push comes to shove, it is
better to surrender one's values than
to risk losing one's life.
We must condemn this attitude,
both as citizens of our country and as
members of our various churches.
Our founding fathers would define
peace as the rule of mutual respect.
Our Constitution recognizes and
protects our rights as individuals.
Our country does not praise in-
dividual wantonness, however. The
Constitution also demands that we
respect these same rights in our
dealings with others. The good of the
community, therefore, transcends
the desires of the individual. Our
good fortune is that our founding
Press ObscuresAndropov Succession
continued from page one
system and particularly economic
reforms are likely to be sabotaged by
middle level personnel (the "little
Stalins") within the bureaucracy, an
argument with which I substantially
agree. Indeed as Doder notes, Nikita
Khrushchev's downfall was in part a
result of his failure to penetrate these
bureaucratic "little Stalins" to
implement his policy preferences.
This bureaucratic "bottleneck" is
a problem well recognized by the
Soviet leadership. Academician Abel
Aganbegyan and Gosplan Deputy
Chairman Alexandr Bachurin in
separate statements on Radio
Budapest (Oct. 16, 1982) and in
Planned Economy (No. 9, 1982)
respectively, suggests that the failure
of the Kosygin reforms of 1965,
involving decentralization, ac-
countability and improvement of the
general economic mechanism, failed
because of the bureaucratic bot-
tleneck. Implicitly these authors are
also suggesting the limits of any
prospective Andropov reforms. For
both authors, only "corrections" to
the "mechanism" need to be made;
"reform" is out of the question.
The problem with the Doder ar-
ticle, which could have been
corrected through careful
background preparation, centers on
his superhuman portraval of the
KGB role in the Andropov assump-
tion of power. This superhuman
portrayal of the KGB leads Doder to
attribute more power to Andropov
after his appointment as General
Secretary than he actually has.
Doder writes: "Andropov is
suspected to turn to the KGB
operatives he knows for help and to
bring some of them into government.
His first important appointment was
of Gaidar Aliyev, 59, a career KGB
officer and later leader of Azer-baidzha- n,
to become full Politburo
member and first deputy premier."
This is an extremely selective
presentation of Aliyev's background
and a false tie to Andropov. Alliyev's
career with State Security began in
1941 with the NKVD (predecessor to
the KGB), which Doder
acknowledges in a later paragraph.
fathers understood that the com-
munity is best served by promoting
mutual respect.
The challenge of peace today is
immense because the foundation for
mutual respect is so absent in the
world. There is no sincere general
recognition of the basic rights of
man. Men across the world are being
punished every day for exercising
their inalienable rights. Millions
upon millions of refugees will attest
to this. In many countries, honesty
has become a crime while dishonesty
is now a way of life.
We must not be disheartened,
however. We can build mutual
respect by gaining recognition for the
basic rights of man. Once people
begin to recognize such rights, which
are universal, differences will sud-
denly become less threatening and
our common stake in the future will
be obvious. Our negotiations with
other countries, therefore, should
focus less on the instruments of war
and more on the attitudes which
cause war.
It is important that we enter such
negotiations, however, with the
realization that they will be lengthy
and most likely discouraging. Man's
inalienable rights, however, by their
very undeniability, will create their
own momentum for peace, but only
if we persistently support these rights
and openly condemn all acts which
assault them.
Such honest talk, unfortunately, is
abhorent to many in this country.
Strangely, today's "peace" marchers
choose to criticize those who speak
What Doder fails to note is that since
1969 Alliyev has not been in the KGB
but has occupied the more important
post of First Secretary (head) of the
Central Committee of the Azer-baidzha- n
Communist Party. For the
last 12 years, Aliyev has principally
been responsible for Party affairs
and Republic military affairs, as he is
also a Major General in the Soviet
army. Further, Aliyev's appointment
as Chairman of the Azerbaidzhan
Committee for State Security in 1967
coincided with Andropov's ap-
pointment as head of the KGB in the
same year. Aliyev's loyalties are most
probably with his patron, the in-
dividual who sponsored his ap-
pointment, Leonid Brezhnev. The
information concerning Aliyev's tie
to Brezhnev and not to Andropov
was, I am sure, available to Doder.
Had Doder been more fully aware
of recent political developments in
the months before Brezhnev's death,
he would have certainly begun to
question the rather spurious
correlation he makes between the
KGB and Soviet leadership changes.
In fact it is more reasonable to
suggest that Aliyev's appointment
represents the continuing struggle
and tension within the Soviet
leadership circle, particularly be-
tween Andropov and his chief
political rival Konstantin Chernenko.
Chernenko had been Brezhnev's
personal aid since 1976 and had a
close personal relationship with
Brezhnev since 1950. Chernenko has
occupied a leading position within
the Politburo stemming from the
period of Brezhnev's incapacitation
in 1976-197- 7 and particularly since
March of 1982 when it is suspected
that Brezhnev suffered a stroke.
Throughout 1982, Chernenko is
reported to have chaired meetings of
the Party Secretariat and the
Politburo in Brezhnev's absence.
Chernenko was meant to be seen as
Brezhnev's chosen successor
throughout 1982 and in particular
during the Brezhnev's speech to the
Soviet military and defense establish-
ments on October 27, 1982.
In an attempt to solidify his base
of support and to keep his name in
honestly about violence instead of
those who use violence for political
ends. Today's "peace" marchers
fear honest people because they
refuse to dismiss man's basic rights.
Recognition of these rights implies an
understanding that certain values
transcend the survival of the in-
dividual. This transcendence seems
to disturb "peace" activists more
than anything else.
This transcendence makes false the
assumption that nuclear destruction
is the worst possible evil facing
mankind. Man is threatened more by
the dismissal of his basic rights.
When push comes to shove, peace
will best be served by the reaf-
firmation of such rights. It is,
therefore, better to die than to lose
faith. On a global scale, it is better to
the public light, Chernenko forced
the publication of a revised and
expanded version of his book,
Questions Concerning the Work of
the Party and the Government
Apparatus. The book was received
with lavish praise in reviews nearly
twice as long as those it received after
its first appearance in 1980. It
received a particularly ecstatic
reception in Azerbaidzhan, where the
Party daily, Baku Worker devoted its
front page on two consecutive days
(August 4, 5, 1982) to extensive
excerpts. Publication of these ex-
cerpts could not have occurred
without the support of Geidar
Aliyev, head of the Azerbaidzhan
Communist Party. Mr. Aliyev is
most probably a supporter of
Chernenko rather than of Andropov.
Aliyev's appointment represents both
the limits of Andropov's power and
the continuing tension within the
Soviet leadership. The KGB con-
nection, as Mr. Doder spells it out,
does not exist. But this would have
been obvious if he had done his
homework.
Doder's portrayal of the
superhuman role of the KGB in
Soviet society fails to explain why
Andropov made an effort to sanitize
himself, that is, distance himself
from the KGB, prior to Brezhnev's
death. Only one explanation seems
valid. The KGB is still perceived by
Soviet society, the Party, the state
and the military as a Stalinist evil.
While it is still seen by the Party as a
necessary evil, it is and will be closely
monitored to keep it from becoming
the Party's rival or superior as it was
under Stalin.
To sum up, the Doder article
exhibits a generalized tendency in the
west to propagate myths through
"agenda setting" by the media based
upon ignorance and poor homework
on the part of journalists and
professional analysts. I find myself in
the substantial agreement with Time
magazine which suggests that the
Andropov succession and the events
surrounding it "underscore the lack
of American expertise on the Soviet
Union." Incomplete knowledge can
after all only lead to poor and
ineffectual policy.
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risk war than surrender those values
fundamental to human life.
Once we acknowledge a possible
need for war, however, a tremendous
burden is placed on our shoulders.
Human life must not be wasted. But
we must not shy away from this
burden. It is still possible to prevent
vvar, even in the nuclear age. We can
Unwise Editorial Decision
Ends the Political Forum
By Nicholas Kalm, Political Forum Editor
Next issue marks the final week in which the Political Forum
section will appear. This decision, made by incoming Editor-in-Chi- ef
Chris Romer, is a regrettable one on a whole host of fronts.
Discontinuing this section is akin to the loss of a newspaper in a
major city. The Forum has been a component of the Collegian for
many years, and has offered students an opportunity to express
political views. At a school where politics dominate within and
without the classroom, these voices should not be put down. In fact,
they should be cultivated and used to round out the students'
education.
Last spring, the Gambler Journal appeared in the dormitories
and in the bookstore. It was then, and continues to be, an eclectic
and thorough publication. As a fellow politics-love- r, I feel strongly
about this institution's continued survival. The abolition of the
Political Forum, though, leaves only the Journal as a political voice
on the Hill. It should be noted, moreover, that students, par-
ticularly, are intimidated by the length and nature of the Journal
articles. It is one thing for Carnes Lord, or Harry Clor to compose
such an in-dep- th article. It is quite another for the undergraduate, as
a novice political scientist, to do the same on a diverse scale.
Mr. Romer promises the Kenyon community more interviews and
local issues to fill the impending void. Granted, there is a place for
such things, but not in place of other valuable components of the
paper.
As a senior such as myself, Mr. Romer will have limited tenure as
Editor-in-Chie- f. Hopefully, the new Editor, to be chosen late in the
spring, will see the folly of this move and return to this set-u- p. For
the students and others who enjoy a weekly exchange of political
ideas, and more than one voice to expound them, it is the only choice
to make.
Christmas Carol Service This Sunday
The annual Advent Service of
Carols, Anthems and Lessons will
take place at the Church of the Holy
Spirit in Gambier on Sunday,
December 12, at 7:30 p.m. The
Advent Service is jointly sponsored
by the Kenyon College Department
of Music and by Harcourt Parish.
The Reverend Lincoln Stelk will
officiate. The Kenyon College
Chamber Singers, directed by Daniel
Robinson, will sing a number of
anthems including "The Coventry
Carol," "Lullay My Liking,"
"Allons Gay Bergeres," "Fum,
Fum, Fum," "Carol of the Bells,"
"Lo, How a Rose E'er Blooming,"
and featuring Benjamin Britten's
"Ceremony of Carols." Jean
Norton, of Columbus, will ac-
company this piece on the harp.
Many well-know- n Christmas carols
will be sung during the service by tne
congregation. Accompanying them
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prevent war by being prepared for
war while sincerely striving for peace.
Preparing for war is necessary
because there are still those in this
world who would exploit weakness
for political ends. The sincere
struggle for peace is necessary
because a better world is only
achievable on the sound foundation
of mutual respect.
on the organ will be Lois Brehm, who
will also play the preludes and
postludes and other service music.
Benjamin Britten's "Ceremony of
Carols" is a large, sectional work
originally scored for treble voice and
harp, here arranged for mixed chorus
and harp. The texts are mostly
anonymous, late Middle English
texts on the subject of the birth of
Christ. The music has a slightly
archaic flavor to go along with the
archaic texts, but it also has many of
the distinctive features of Britten's
other music, including a great
sensitivity to the prosody of the text.
It is a gently, moving, very lovely
work expressive of a variety of the
meanings of Christmas.
The public is invited to attend the
Advent Service. Notice that it starts
at 7:30, a half hour earlier than most
Kenyon musical performances.
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Jewish Festival of LightsO Commemorates
By Emily Resnik
Tomorrow night, as the sun sets,
Jews all over the world will begin the
celebration of Hanukkah, the
Festival of Lights, which will last for
eight days. The story behind the
joyous celebration is one of freedom
and religious independence. It is the
story of a hero, Judah Maccabee,
who led his people in a war against
tyrants who would not allow them to
worship any god other than their own
idols.
Over 2,000 years ago, Mattathias
and his five sons lived in a village
called Modin in Palestine (now the
state of Israel). Until then the
Babylonians, Egyptians, Greeks and
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Miracle on 34th Street
Miracle on 34th Street. Directed by
George Seaton. Starring Maureen
O'Hara, John Payne, Natalie Wood,
Porter Hall, and Thelma Ritter.
Released in 1947. 94 minutes.
Yes, Kenyon, there is a Santa
Claus, and Miracle on 34th Street is a
terrific film to bring everyone a touch
of Christmas spirit. Although the
movie is set amidst the commercial
aspect of the holiday, Miracle on
34th Street celebrates the true holiday
sentiments of faith, honesty, kind-
ness, maganimity, and innocence of
imagination.
The film centers on Doris Walker
(O'Hara), an employee of Macy's
Department Store in New York City.
She is responsible for holiday
operations, including hiring store
Santas. On the day of Macy's
Christmas parade, the Santa selected
to ride on the float shows up drunk.
Desperate for a replacement, Doris
hires a friendly bystander named Kris
Kringle (Gwenn).
Edmund Gwenn is truly con-
vincing as a generous and loving
Santa, and he won an Oscar for his
engaging performance. Fine acting
from the supporting cast combined
with actual New York City scenes
add realism to the story. A special
treat for Thelma Ritter fans (all four
of us) is her stunningly realistic
portrayal of a harried mother.
Thelma's enthusiastic fans will
delight in her small but superbly
acted role.
Miracle on 34th Street is chock-fu- ll
of treats and surprises, and thus
reflects the spirit of Christmas in that
regard. So forget about finals for
awhile and kick off your holiday
season with Miracle on 34th Street.
Merry Christmas! T.T.
Gloria
Gloria. Starring Gena Rowlands,
Buck Henry, Julie Carmen, John
Adams. 121 minutes.
Gloria is a new release, so it may
be worth seeing just because of that.
It is a clean, bright, and silly movie.
Judge from the plot: Gloria, who is
played by Gena Rowlands, is an ex-mafios- o's
mistress who risks her life
to protect the seven year old son of
an accountant neighbor whose family
is massacred when he juggles the
Syndicate's books. Gloria is con-
sequently chased through the streets
and subways of New York by an
avenging army of hit men. If you like
superwomen, and don't mind a lack
of sophistication, you may love
Gloria .
A Brief Vacation
A Brief Vacation. Directed by
Vittorio DeSica. Starring Florinda
Bolkan, Daniel Quenaud, and
Renato Salvatori. Released in 1975.
106 minutes. Italian with English
subtitles.
A Brief Vacation tells the story of
Clara (Bolkan), a . poor facotry
worker in Milan. As the sole
financial supporter of an abusive and
several others had ruled Jerusalem.
Now Syria ruled the land. The cruel,
ambitious ruler, Antiochus, wanted
to conquer a mighty empire that
would stretch from Persia to Egypt.
Of course, he needed the cooperation
of the Jews to fulfill this ambition.
The Jews, however, would only
worship God, observe the Sabbath,
and keep the laws that Moses had
handed down to them from Mt.
Sinai. So Antiochus issued a decree
proclaiming the end of the practice of
Judaism. All Jews were now to
worship Zeus. The penalty for any
Jew who refused to comply with this
decree would be death. To prove his
noint. Antiochus trashed the Temple
in Jerusalem, burned the holy books,
l i ouac ',
parasitic family she is very depressed
and angry. One day she collapses in
the factory where she works at the
hardest job. Her collapse is
diagnosed as a symptom of tuber-
culosis, and she follows the advice of
her doctor and travels to a state-support- ed
alpine sanatorium for a
rest cure. To her, this sanatorium, set
in the beautiful Italian alps and
luxuriously equipped, is as close to a
first-cla- ss resort as she has ever been.
Here, with the support of other
patients, she begins to gain a new
self-awarene- ss. She recognizes her
own needs and desires in life.
Consequently, she has an affair with
a young, gentle, and quiet fellow
patient (Quenaud). But it is all ended
when the doctors pronounce her
recovered. Her brief vacation is over,
but one leaves the movie confident
that her recovery is not only physical,
but mental also. In the end, one can
be confident that she will take charge
of her life and secure happiness for
herself. R.P.
Tommy
Tommy. Directed by Ken Russell.
Starring Ann-Margar- et, Oliver Reed,
Roger Daltrey. 1 10 minutes.
I will have to rely on the assump-
tion that Tommy has already been
viewed by most of you Kenyonites.
For those of you who have not, I will
try to scratch my memory for the
details (it's been about a decade since
I have seen the movie.) What comes
to mind right out of the bat is an orgy
of visual effects. There is one scene
where Ann-Margar- et (Tommy's
mother) is viewing the television. As
she watches, a detergent commercial
comes on, and another commercial
about canned beans. Suddenly, the
T.V. blows, and out through the
screen comes loads of beans and
Ann-Margar- et sings a song
wallowing in about 3 tons of canned
beans. Then I remember something
about loads of soap suds pouring
through the screen to make one hell
of a weird grand finale. No doubt, if
you plan to be on drugs, time their
comsumption just right so that you
peak during this scene.
Anyway, the plot is not so im-
portant. What counts is that you get
to see the Who in action. With that in
mind I plan to be sitting in the front
row of Rosse for this flick. S.A.
On Her Majesty's
Secret Service
On Her Majesty's Secret Service.
Directed by Peter Hunt. Starring
George Lazenby, Diana Rigg, Telly
Savalas. Released in 1969. 140
minutes.
Released when such high-tec- h spy
pictures were yesterday's en-
tertainment, On Her Majesty's Secret
Service was a radical product in that
it introduced two previously unheard
of elements: a new Bond (George
Lazenby) and a tragic ending.
Evident throughout the film is the
obvious male chauvinistic character
of Bond, the exciting chases, kill
scenes and ingenious methods of
escape, including one from an alpine
cable car house on top of an alp. This
setting introduces us to Ernst Stavro
Blofeld (Telly Savalas) who, using a
correcting schoolresort for
emotionally disturbed women as a
front, plots to rule the world under
the threat of germ warfare. Bond is
sent to the resort to short-circu- it
Blofeld's plans with help from an
underworld figure named Draco.
Bond eventually falls in love with
Draco's daughter Tracy (Diana Rigg)
and marries her after the fun is over,
which of course includes his normal
habit of making love to as many
women as possible. Ian Fleming,
author of the Bond series, claimed to
write the stories "for warm-bloode- d
heterosexuals traveling on overnight
transcontinental trains." M.K.
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and stole the valuable gold and silver
ornaments and sacred menoran. He
even had a statue of Zeus put on the
altar.
The Jews would not stand for this
outrage. Mattathias and his sons
gathered the Jews (who were few in
number compared to the Syrians)
and prepared to fight the Syrians for
their rights. As Mattathias was
growing old, he appointed his son,
Judah, captain of the Jewish forces.
Judah was a strong, courageous
leader, and he was skillful in war. His
brothers and comrades called him
Judah the Maccabee, meaning Judah
the Hammer of the Lord.
For three years the Jews fought the
Syrians. Antiochus sent army after
1 PUBLIC SQUARE
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army, each one larger and more
powerful than the preceeding. The
Jews knew the wilderness area well
and used that to their benefit.
Although they were small in number,
the Jews, under the leadership of
Judah Maccabee proved to be more
powerful in their will and deter-
mination. When the Syrians were
finally defeated, the Jews returned to
Jerusalem to restore the holy
Temple.
It was the Hebrew month of Kislev
(approximate equivalent of
NovemberDecember) when they
returned to find their precious
Temple a total disaster. The doors
had been charred by fire, pagan
statues were all over the place, and
weeds were growing in the courtyard.
After they cleaned up the Temple,
they made a new altar and got a new
menorah. When it came time to light
this holy lamp, only one tiny cruse of
sacred oil could be found. That was
just enough oil to burn for a single
night. However, eight days were
needed to prepare new oil. They put
the oil in the menorah expecting the
flames to die out by morning. But a
great miracle happened and the oil in
the lamp lasted for eight days!
On the eighth day, Judah and the
Jews held a great celebration.
Antiochus had been defeated, the
Temple had been restored, and they
could once again worship God and
live by God's laws. Judah said that
each year forth the Jews would keep
this holiday with much joy because
(as the letters on the dreidl - the
traditional Hanukkah 4-sid- ed top
signify) "Nes Gadol Hayah Sham" -
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"A' r.rpatGreat Miraclei l Happened
There."
Today, Jews celebrate Hanukkah
by lighting an eight branch menorah
each night in memory of the flames
that burned for eight days in the
Temple of Jerusalem. The first night
one candle is lit, the second night two
candles are lit and so on until the
eighth night when eight candles are
burning brightly. There is also an
extra candle lit each night that is used
to light all of the others. One of the
prayers sung when lighting the
candles each night says: "Praised are
You, Lord our God, King of the
universe who performed wondrous
deeds for our ancestors in ancient
days at this season."
Contrary to popular non-Jewis- h
belief, Hanukkah is not one of the L
important Holy days of the Jewish
year; yet the festival has a special
meaning. The candles burning
rpminH
.V. ...... nf. a- hUfnrv, filled with
heroic men and women who fought I
for freedom and gave their lives tor
the right to worship God and follow
their own laws.
The rabbi of my synagogue in
Connecticut says: "Hanukkah
commemorates a war against tyranny
and oppression, a war for in-
dependence and most especially for
religious freedom. The Maccabees
fought for their people's liberty
against a brutal foreign regime.
Against tremendous odds, they
prevailed, so long as anywnere on
earth Jews or any people are pe-
rsecuted, this dimension of
Hanukkah's truth remains
passionately valid and urgent."
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Despite Flaws in Acoustics, Choir
By Margaret Harding
To celebrate the 250th anniversary
of the year of his birth, the Kenyon
College Choir, directed by Daniel V.
Robinson, performed Franz Joseph
Haydn's Creation. The choir was
accompanied by a forty piece or-
chestra, and the soloists were
Stephanie Carter, soprano; David
Gordon, tenor; and Dale Moore,
bass.
The performance took place in the
Ernst Athletic Center, which was
unfortunate. The acoustics were
poor, and as a result, the choir was at
times practically inaudible. The
treble voices in both the choir and the
orchestra were swallowed up, and
members of the orchestra found it
difficult to hear each other. There
was a buzz from the overhead lights
that proved very distracting, and it
was a few steps higher than the pitch
that the orchestra was tuned to,
which was very irritating.
Fortunately, the choir didn't let
these distractions interfere with their
performance. They sang well; it was
one of their best performances. They
made their entrances and cut offs
together, cleanly and accurately.
They sang on pitch, and followed
Robinson's direction well. They
also managed to convey the spirit of
the piece, making it very interesting
musically. Their singing was con-
sistent throughout - a difficult ac-
complishment, especially at the high
level of intensity that they main-
tained.
The soloists too were extremely
consistent and sang beautifully; a
nice reflection on Robinson's ability
to bring them to Kenyon.
Ms. Carter's tone was pure and
clear, although in part one she
seemed to be having a problem with
her high and low registers. But she
was able to correct this problem in
the second and third parts. She was
able to communicate the meaning
behind the words, so one got the
sense that there is more to the piece
than just notes and words; a difficult
feat to accomplish.
Gordon also was able to achieve
this most of the time, although he
seemed to have a little trouble in the
first movement also. He had little
Lhe country
warmth in his tone, which otherwise
was clear, bright and focused. In the
second and third acts he sang much
more musically, with more emotion
behind his singing. His range is
extensive, demonstrated by the many
arias and recitatives he sang, and all
the notes in his range were right on
target, very clear.
Moore's magnificent range was
also demonstrated by a challenging
bass part. He was required to sing
from the lowest note in his range to
many of the higher notes. For the
most part his tone was very clear,
firm. It was a little unfocused at
times, especially in the low register,
but he sang with a great deal of
warmth, and brought across the
meaning of it all very beautifully.
The combination of the three was
dazzling, and when they sang trios, it
was breathtaking. They com-
plemented each other beautifully,
and brought out each others' strong
points. They weren't competing with
each other, as is often the case when
soloists sing in groups, but rather
they realized that each was as im-
portant as the other, and sang
Sen ior
Production
This Weekend
This Friday and Saturday night at
8 p.m. the Kenyon College Dramatic
Club will be presenting Hooters, a
comedy. The play features Chris
MacDonald, Ben Currier, Ingrid
Goff, and Anne Kaplan, and is
directed by John Sharian. It takes
place on a summer weekend on Cape
Cod . . . Cheryl and Rhonda are
going to get away from it all, and
Clint and Ricky are going to get laid.
Tickets will be on sale in the
Bolton Theater box office from 1- -5
p.m. this week. Tickets are $2.00 for
the general public and free to Kenyon
students with I.D.
EL
Christmas.
Trimming the tree with handmade ornaments,
stringing popcorn and cranberries, the smell of roasting
ham or turkey, a special family warmth in the house.
You can get back in touch with the real feeling of a
country Christmas during a unique store-wid- e display
now at Sutton &. Lightner. Find the perfect gift for
everyone on your list in a very special, spirited
atmosphere. Then carry that feeling home, and share it.
Because after all, Christmas is a family celebration
of hope. And our family is mankind.
su'Ln JjSnlner
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The orchestra, on the other hand,
didn't seem to understand that they
were a group accompanying others.
They consistently overplayed, and
didn't follow the lead set by the
concertmistress, nor did they follow
the conductor. Many of their runs
were sloppy and not together, and
they were often out of tune. They
played metronomically, and rarely
Precision Predominates Piano Performance
By Ellen Watson
Two students from the University
of Akron, John Benjamin and
Oneida Estrella, played in Rosse Hall
on Sunday, Dec. 4. The concert
program very accurately called them
"duo-pianists-
," as opposed to two
soloists playing together. The two
performed pieces written for two
pianos, or two players at one piano,
with such precision and com-
plementary artistry that often it was
hard to believe the music was not
being produced by a single person.
Benjamin and Estrella covered a
wide variety of compositions in their
program, ranging fairly
chronologically from Bach and
Mozart, to Schumann, through
Dvorak and Arensky.
The most astounding quality of the
recital, evident especially in the first
half, was the impeccable precision of
the performers. Benjamin and
Estrella never faltered in either their
own parts or as an ensemble. In the
rapid and difficult Allegro
movements of the Bach, and in
Mozart's Sonata in C Major, the two
were perfectly synchronized in their
sforzando attacks, their subido
pianos, their entrances and cut-off- s,
and even in their final bow. In the
Mozart, with both players at one
keyboard, one could almost see them
passing the notes back and forth
between their hands.
When two partners are so ab-
solutely equal in talent and so ab
a5)
Excels in Ernst Center
followed the lead set bv the soloists.
chorus, or conductor. However,
there were a few bright moments
when everything seemed to click, and
the overall effect was wonderful, but
this happened infrequently. As a
whole, they were fairly inconsistent
in their playing, and brought the
otherwise high level of performance
down .
solutely precise, one would expect the
range of artistic expression to be
more limited that that of the solo
performer. This was certainly not the
case with Benjamin and Estrella.
Although the intricate baroque pieces
by Bach and Mozart, the fun
Jamaican Rhumba by Arthur
Benjamin, and the flashy encore,
Characteristic March Number Two,
by Franz Schubert, showcased
technical expertise, the final half of
the concert proved the artists' in-'erpretati- onal
skill. When a superior
craftsman can call the audience's full
attention to the work of art and away
Council Hears
continued from page one
Also in the report, Stefanopoulos
said, "Perhaps the most important
outcome of this concert was that it
made it very evident that a major
concert here at Kenyon, in most
cases, cannot be financially suc-
cessful."
Also, Council voted unanimously
in favor of a proposed amendment to
the Campus Government Con-
stitution regarding absenteeism from
Council meetings. The amendment
will not allow a Council member to
miss more than two meetings per
semester, under penalty of expulsion
from Council.
Media Board Chair Karen Rockwell
reported that the committee will meet
sometime in January to formulate
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The concert was in other respects a
great success, and Daniel Robinson
should be commended for bringing
the group together so well, and for
attracting soloists of such high
caliber. The only really major
problem with the program was the
performance room, but perhaps
someday there will be a place for
such a concert.
from himself, he has achieved true
quality.
The result of this successful
marriage of technical excellence and
sensitive artistry was a magnificent
afternoon concert. Benjamin and
Estrella were exceedingly fun to
watch as they worked so har-
moniously. They apparently enjoyed
the concert, as they took each bow
with big matching smiles. Their
exemplary concert well deserved the
standing ovation and resounding
applause it received from the
audience in Rosse.
Concert Report
plans for a journalism workshop to
be held during second semester. The
workshop would be directed to
members of the Collegian staff,
Reveille staff, and WKCO. Council
President Paul McCartney said this is
an excellent idea.
Council also examined the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of
allowing certain students to attend
Faculty Meetings as earlier
recommended by the Parents'
Advisory Council. The newly formed
ad hoc committee on Faculty
Meetings will continue further in its
investigation.
Student Council will meet for the
last time this semester at 6:30 on
Sunday, Dec. 12.
I Lords Triumph I
continued from page six
It was Riazzi who won the game
for Kenyon. The sophomore shot an
18-fo- ot jumper that was true just as
the buzzer sounded.
Zak noticed that this game was not
unlike the following two weekend
contests at Cleveland. It was a four-tea- m
tourney, with Kenyon and Dyke
College paired in the opener.
"All of our games have followed
the same pattern," said Zak. "Every
game has been a one-poi- nt game with
six minutes or less to go."
Against Dyke, Kenyon erased a 10-poi- nt
deficit at the half, and were
down just one point with five
minutes left to play. "It was a real
nip-and-tu- ck game, but we started
fouling and that got us in a lot of
trouble. They won by 19, but it was
very close late in the game." The
final score was 56-3- 7, and Dyke
advanced to the finals. For the
Lords, Russell led with 13.
In the consolation game on
Saturday, Kenyon met Washington
University. Again Kenyon dug a hole
for themselves; the game looked over
as WU led by twelve, 44-3- 2. Zak
would not let the Lords quit, and
incredibly, Kenyon trailed by two
points with 12 seconds to play. But
again, Zak's inexperienced team
could not go that extra step.
Washington held on to win 44-4- 0.
"It was a great rally at the end,"
Zak said, "but we just fell flat."
On Monday, Zak sat down to
reassess his club's performance. He
described the defense as tight, but
found the offense lacking. Just one
more point to chalk up to youth and
inexperience.
"Our offense has been very
anemic. Through the last three
games, our shooting percentage has
been way down. A lot of it has to be
due to hestitancy and tentativeness.
We had 17 shots blocked against us
over the weekend, which is a lot.
Again, we've got a lot of guys out
here without a great deal of playing
experience. So I think these things
will come around as the season goes
by."
J
combined efforts of Maria Ferrazza,
Jeanne Tummel, Amy Lepard, and
Amy Rentschler.
Steen emphasized that "from a
spectator's point of view, it was hard
tell how we were doing, but we did
swim very well." He said that times
the Ladies in this meet were better
than those from a year ago, though
wasn't sure how much that meant.
any rate, Bowling Green is among
top women's teams in the state,
along with Ohio State, according to
Steen, and therefore the score told
little about the Ladies' performance.
Steen said he was looking forward
the Ladies next meet with
Denison, scheduled for this Saturday
3:30. "The women's meet last
week was a kind of a preview to the
men's. Next week, the men's will be a
preview for the women's meet," said
Steen.
Bowling Green swimmers set six
Kenyon pool records en route to their
comfortable victory.
GAMES
vs. Denison (3:30) and Ohio
Denison (1:00)
(2:00)
By Alex Veylupek
The awesome Kenyon College
men's swim team hosted Division I
powerhouse Bowling Green last
Thursday night and handed the
visitors an embarassing defeat by a
Division III school - albeit the most
impressive conglomeration of water
studs ever to grace the likes to NCAA
Division III swimming. Yes, BGSU
was whomped by that magnificent
Midwest marine machine, the
Kenyon Lords.
From the beginning, the Lords
assumed a dominant position over
the opposition and whaled on them,
69-4- 4. The Lords demonstrated their
come-from-behi- nd ability in nearly
every race, as they trailed several
times, only to pull out victory when it
counted. The Lords experienced
multiple triumphs, as Kenyon had
streaks of success in various events.
After the climax of the contest - the
400-yar- d freestyle relay - the Lords
had won all but one of the events.
Many meet and pool records were
broken.
The performance of the freshmen
was the highlight of the meet, as
rookies won several individual events
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Swim Teams Impressive Against Division I Powerhouse Bowling Green
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Beth Birney placed sixth in
Ladies Strong
By Michael Cannizzaro
The Ladies' swim team faced
Division 1 powerhouse Bowling
Green State University last Thurs-
day,
to
and as expected were crushed,
94-5- 2, despite what Coach Jim Steen for
termed "a good performance."
Despite only three first place finishes, he
the Ladies managed to log two At
qualifying times for the NCAA the
Division II I National Championships.
Both times were by freshman Nadine
Neil; her first was in the 50-ya- rd
breast stroke, with a time of 34:16,
and her second came in the 200-yar- d to
breast stroke, with a time of 2:37:23.
Neither time gained her a first place. at
Kenyon's three first place finishes,
out of seventeen events, came in the
500-yar- d freestyle, with Jeanne
Tummel turning in a time of 5:40:80;
the 400-yar- d individual medley, with
Neil timed at 5:05:76; and the 400-yar- d
freestyle relay, with the
UPCOMING
Women's Swimming: 121 1 - home
Northern (5:30)
Men's Swimming: 121 1 - home vs.
Men's Basketball: 121 1 - at Miami
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Cagers Sluggish in Early Season Losses
By Bob Warburton
After a two-wee- k look at his team
in the early regular season, basketball
coach Jim Zak calls the 1982-8- 3
Lords "green," "inexperienced,"
and one of the most exciting and
competitive clubs he's seen in a long
time.
A 46-4- 5 win over Urbana at home
and a double defeat at the weekend
Case-Wester- n tourney left the Lords
with one win through their initial five
games. Still, Zak asserts that "we
could just as easily be 4-- 1 instead."
Zak has pencilled in a young
starting lineup and looks for them to
gain court experience. Steve Daniels
starts in the middle, flanked by
forwards Paul Collinsworth and
Tom Cooper. In the backcourt are
John Riazzi and the point man Chris
Russell. "It is a really, really young
ball club," Zak says. "Collinsworth
and Russell are the only guys with a
significant amount of college ex-
perience."
Russell is in fact the only starter
back from last year and one of only
three returning lettermen. Four
freshmen and one junior come off
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Sieve Gotding congratulates Chris
and contributed to winning relays.
Qualifying for Nationals this early in
the season is virtually unheard of,
but Thursday night in the Ernst
Center, that happened. Twice.
Freshmen Jim Born and Karel Starek
made National cuts in the 100 free
and the 200 back, respectively. Born
also gained a second berth to
Nationals, making cuts in the 50 free
at Saturday's Mike Peppe
Invitational at Ohio State. The team
fared well in Columbus, although no
official team score was kept.
Overall, the men's swim team is
the bench. A former baseball player
at Kenyon, Cooper is playing varsity
basketball for the first time. And
John Riazzi is the brother of Tim
Riazzi '82, a 1,000-poi- nt scorer, and
a transfer student from Boston.
So Zak is left with little of last
season's 12-1- 3 squad, and he feels
that this younger group will be hard-presse- d
to match .500 status. "I
think 12 wins would be a great season
for us right now," he admits. "Our
conference is a very tough one this
year. In our conference I would think
we would be considered the underdog
90 percent of the time.
"We're probably solid green. We
have good athletes, but they need a
lot more game experience. But we
seem to get better every time out. We
do have a great attitude. The guys are
playing their guts out and giving
everything they have at all times. If
we maintain this spirit and attitude
we're going to pull some upsets."
The Lords played exciting
basketball last week, and they
managed to pull out a thriller at
home for the Kenyon fans to enjoy.
Visiting Urbana College built up a
lead in the second half, and with just
fifteen minutes to play, they led the
Lords by 15. Zak helped his players
stay steady as they came down to the
stretch.
"We kept pecking away at their
lead," Zak explained. Urbana's
t
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Shedd after his victory in the 200 free.
off to a great start for the 1982-8- 3
season. With some 30 studs on the
squad, they are a BIG team; but will
they last? A good indication of their
staying power will tome this
Saturday as they host Denison,
which, believe it or not, beat the
Lords last year. Coach Jim Steen,
who sent only 10 'mers to last
season's meet, seeks revenge this
year, as he is stacking the meet with
all the top swimmers. The betting
here is that the Lords will blow away
the Big Red worse than even the polo
studs did.
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Collinsworth readies for a free throw.
margin shrank, and Kenyon kept up
the pressure. With just a shade over
one minute remaining, the Lords
stole the ball trailing 45-4- 4. Kenyon
worked the ball around, trying to set
up a scoring play. Nothing
developed, and they took a time out.
No luck again on another play, so
Zak called time again to talk things
over.
continued on page five
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